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German Language Training 2024



Summer in Freiburg
17 – 21 June
24 – 28 June

German Language and Culture
A1, A2

Wine Festivals in Autumn
16 – 20 September
23 – 27 September

7 – 11 October
14 – 18 October
21 – 25 October

German Language and Culture
A1, A2

Staff Week

Christmas Markets and more
2 – 6   December
9 – 13  December
16 – 20 December

German Language and Culture
A2, B1, B2

Exploring the Black Forest
11 – 15 November
18 – 22 November
25 – 29 November

German Language and Culture
A1, A2, B1

German Language Training 2024



Staff Week
German Language Training 2024

Learn German alongside university staff from Erasmus+ countries 

• 20 hours of language training per week

• Welcome “Kaffee und Kuchen”  

• A wide variety of social and cultural activities in and around 

Freiburg as well as half-day trips into the region

• Getting to know the University of Freiburg, its faculties and its 

institutions

• Certificate of attendance with level indication

• Costs per course: 350 €
If two consecutive courses are booked there is a reduction of 100€ for the follow-up course.



The university city of Freiburg
• is 900 years old and is the southernmost, 

and thus also the warmest, city in Germany.

• offers numerous sights: the medieval 

cathedral, two city gates, traditional Bächle

(small water-filled runnels) and lots more.

• is famous for its world-renowned university, 

which boasts a 550-year history of scholarly 

excellence and a prominent position in 

international rankings.

• has become a role model for sustainable 

urban development worldwide 

as a Green City.

• is the gateway to the Black Forest. 

Mountains, lakes and streams invite you to 

linger and relax.

• is the wine capital of Baden and is 

surrounded by beautiful vineyards.

• lies at a tripoint - in close proximity to France 

and Switzerland. Half-day trips to the famous 

cities of Basel or Strasbourg are very easy to 

make. 

• is also a suitable starting point for city trips to 

Paris, Zurich or Milan. 

.



Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg

Sprachlehrinstitut (SLI)

Universitätsstraße 5

79098 Freiburg

Deutschland

Contact

Rosanna Pedretti

staffweek@sli.uni-freiburg.de

https://www.sli.uni-freiburg.de/staffweek/
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